
Established in 1842. Arai, where the brewery is located, 
is known as‘a town of heavy snow' and becomes a 
natural refrigerator in winter. Not only the cold climate 
but also an abundance of groundwater make the 
town ideally suited for sake brewing. ‘Immutability and 
change ' - the philosophy of introducing fresh ideas 
even into essentially immutable things is the company 
policy. They aim to produce unique sake which meets 
the demands of customers of each era and remains in 
their memories. 

君の井 君の井酒造

This Junmai sake's 
strengths are its rich flavor 
and full-bodied taste, which 
are unique to sake 
produced using the 
Yamahai method. This 
method makes excellent 
shubo ("mother of sake"-
yeast starter) by 
propagating lactic acid 
bacteria which exist 
naturally in the brewery. It is 
an "elegant Yamahai" sake 
with a mild aroma and rich 
umami flavor.

Kiminoi

Firefly squid dressed with 
vinegared miso

君の井 山廃純米酒
Kiminoi Yamahai Junmai-shu
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Kiminoi Shuzou Co., Ltd.

When served with dishes, 
especially ones with strong flavors, 
the sake can be enjoyed without 
disturbing the taste of the food. A 
good match for rich dishes such 
as firefly squid, the Yamahai-shu's
distinct tartness brings out the 
flavor of such foods.
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It can be 
enjoyed at any 
temperature, 
from chilled to 
warm. 
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You can visit the inside of the 100-year-old brewery.
【Available time : 9:00～16:00    Self-guided tour.】
Some of the recommended sakes are available for 
sampling and you can purchase them at our shop. 
Occasionally, they may limit the number of visitors or 
make a change to the brewery tour.  Please check 
our website before your visit.

・ Kiminoi shuzo Co., Ltd. 3-11, Shimomachi, Myoko-shi, Niigata

Yamahai jikomi is a type of the traditional 
'Kimoto zukuri', a method for making yeast 
starter which takes in the natural lactic acid 

bacteria living in a brewery or the surrounding nature. 
Since this method is complicated and requires time, 
only some of the breweries in Japan adopt it. 

Local Sake Breweries
Brand Brewery

Featured Sake Food Pairing

（A delicious ways to drink）

More Infomation
Specific designation：

Junmai-shu
Raw ingredients：
Myoko-Rice 

Koshitanrei ,Koshiibuki
Polished rice ratio：65%
Sake meter value：+2

It eliminates the labor required for 
'yamaoroshi' (hours of mashing 
water, koji and steamed rice in a 
barrel) from the process of 
making a starter. The phrase 
'yamaoroshi haishi (eliminated)' 
has been shortened and called 
yamahai. 

Shopping Information (e.g.)

Countries or regions where you can buy 
or drink the sake of our brewery

https://kiminoi-shop.com/


